WELCOME TO OUR WEBSITE.
Mugini English Medium Primary School located at Itumbili village, Magu district in Mwanza region, the lake zone of Victoria. The school is registered by registration no. MZ 06/7/003 the school started in the year 2000

GETTING TO MUGINI ENGLISH MEDIUM PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Mugini English Medium Primary School located at Itumbili village in Mwanza region, united republic of Tanzania. The area in which the school is located is about 1km from Magu bus stand. The school is neighbouring Magu district police post headquarter and Itumbili primary. The school is situated a long the road to Ndagalu, Kabila and Mahaha.
The surrounding area is moderately populated mostly with public offices and a few business enterprises.

PUPILS REGISTRATION.
We accept and register pupils of all kinds regardless of race, sex, religion and Educational background. Pupils from ordinary pre-school Kiswahili Medium Schools are accepted. We admit pupils from Nursery to class six. In the final class i.e class seven we prefer continuing with pupils who have moved from class six and not admitting new pupils to the class who were not in the school.
Registration is done at the school after attaining an interview and Quality.

ABOUT THE SCHOOL.
Mugini English Medium Primary School is a private entity owned by Mr. Gabriel Chacha Kenene registered in 2000 with the certificate of ministry of Education. The school was established to meet some of the society needs including equipping the young generation with life skills through education, community development through creating job opportunity to the community around and to sensitizing the community about hygiene which in culminate good personalities.

WHY MUGINI ENGLISH MEDIUM PRIMARY SCHOOL?
The geographical location of the school is good and very conducive for learning. Pupils from different parts of the country enjoy the good weather which is not very cold and not very hot, averagely good weather. Tropical diseases are not vulnerable within.
The school is committed to supply quality food stuff with balanced diet and enough water supply within the school. Medical services is not a choice at Mugini but a style to live by. Boarding facilities are high class and enough for each and every pupil including the newly admitted pupils. Therefore it is indeed a privilege to be at Mugini English Medium Primary School.

MUGINI ENGLISH MEDIUM PRE & PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Mugini English Medium has a history of good academic performance both regionally and nationally.
We use the Ministry of education, science and Technology curriculum to make our pupils achieve basic primary education of Tanzania.
The school has pre and primary school with a total of 8 classes and a maximum of 30—45 pupils per class.
The school has enough teachers who are qualified, experienced and hard working to ensure that the curriculum is implemented thoroughly. At Mugini English Medium the pupils attempt monthly, Mid-term and terminal examinations in which a student should score an average of 62 points. In addition to that they always sit for weekly test.

Our student are exposed to co-curriculum activities within and outside the school compound such as sports and games for physical development, daily worship for spiritual power. Study tours are organised by the school yearly to expose our student.

We strongly believe that one of this five years we will emerge the best performing school in Tanzania.

Mugini English Medium School is a day and boarding school. The school provide education through the following subjects:-

- **BABY CLASS AND PRE-UNIT**
  1. Healthcare and Environment
  2. Creative Arts.
  3. Communication.
  4. Relation
  5. Reading
  6. Kusoma
  7. Mathematics

- **STD I AND II**
  1. Mathematics skills
  2. Writing skills
  3. Reading skills.
  4. Healthcare and Environment
  5. Developing sports and Arts (D.S.A)
  6. ICT
  7. Kusoma
  8. French
  9. Kuandika
  10. Religion

- **STD III – V**
  1. Mathematics
  2. English
  3. Kiswahili
  4. Science and Technology.
  5. Civic and Morals
  7. French
  8. Religion
  9. Vocational skills (STD )

- **STD 6 AND STD 7**
1. Mathematics  
2. English  
3. Kiswahili  
4. Science  
5. Social Studies  
6. Vocational Skills (STD 6)

- The school has well equipped library with current text books, supplementary books and enough teaching aids. However the pupils are allowed to buy their personal text books.

The school program is based on the four aspects of true Education i.e Mental, social, Physical and spiritual matters. We believe strongly that true Education is the only way to prepare the pupils to be responsible in this world and a world to come.

FORGET ABOUT THE PAST. PLAN ABOUT THE PRESENT SO THAT YOU MET THE FUTURE WITH JOY.

OUR FAITH.
Mugini English Medium Primary and Nursery school is founded on strong moral principles and a close relationship with God. We are proud of the diversity of faith and respect the differences of persuasion that are present.

We believe in holistic approach of life that balances the mind, body and spirit to prepare the life that balances the child to serve the world when they finish their studies.

Spiritual development is an essential part of the school program. The school therefore has employed spiritual leaders for both Muslim and Christian faithfully, who conduct surmorns every Friday afternoon.

Students are also ferried to their places of worship during the weekends.

SCHOOL PRINCIPLES, RULES AND REGULATIONS TO PUPILS.
1. Appropriate uniforms and hairstyles to be observed always.  
2. No private attire to be worn in school  
3. Ornaments like earrings, bangles, necklace, wigs e.t.c are not allowed in school  
4. Visitation to staff house is prohibited unless permitted by head of school  
5. Respect the property of school and fellow pupils and keep the environment clean  
6. Abusive languages, jokes, vernacular speaking, kiswahili speaking and dirty language are strictly prohibited  
7. Theft is outlawed.  
8. No fighting or rough play such as kicking, wrestling or throwing objects should be exercised.
9. Sexual acts are out of bound
10. Respect to the national flag and national anthem is mandatory
11. It is strictly prohibited to refuse punishment from any teacher or fight a teacher.
12. Strikes, violence, boycotts are strictly forbidden at school.
13. Radio, cell phones, perfumes, lipsticks, body make-lips and such kinds are not allowed.
14. Any kind of food or drink is not allowed to be brought at school.
15. No meeting should be convened without a prior permission from the head teacher or Assistant head teacher.
16. Pocket money should be kept by school Bursar/Head teacher.
17. Do not make noise in the class, dormitories, assembly or dinning halls.
18. The average pass mark for promotion to the next class is 62%
19. English is a medium of communication and instruction. English speaking is a must and not optional.
20. Punctuality is highly emphasized in school.
21. An act of misconduct that can cause any threat to the lives of pupils/workers should be abolished.

**PARENTS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DO THE FOLLOWING:**

1. To visit the pupils without an official permission from the school administration i.e. the school headteacher.
2. It is strictly prohibited to visit a pupil at the middle of the month.
3. To buy/carry any kind of drink/food to school.
4. Direct communication between parents/Guardian through caretakers is prohibited.
5. A parent, Visitor and others should recognize the car parking area.
6. Acts of misconduct is highly prohibited in school.
7. To wear transparent clothes, min-skits/tight trousers.

**ACADEMICS:**
Mugini English Medium School from the beginning has insisted on serious and quality education programmes (as poved by academic results) laying strong focus on practical learning and spiritual faith. As we always walk the talk, so do we aim at making sure that the students achieve the balance between theory and practical and that they experience bitterness in spiritual and academic journey.

Students from all over Tanzania are attracted to Mugini because of its academic, management and sporting to Mugini. We believe that environment is ourselves hence care for the environment is our responsibility and therefore, we plant trees and manage our dumping appropriately.

**TRANSPORT.**
The school owns several vehicles for transport services. There is one school van, one bus and a pick-up. There are two drivers employed to ferry the pupils and staff from school to their various destinations and from home to school during working days.

**VALUES**
To make education a human right and a priority for sustainable development.

MISSION
To improve education standards by building capacity for provision of good education in Tanzania, The East Africa and the world at large.

SCHOOL MOTTO (EDUCATION IS THE CENTRE FOR EXCELLENCE)
For one to excel in anything, education must remain a pillar for the success. It is in this principle that the school found its reason to provide education in order to propel the excellence that is dearly required by everyone.

LOGO:
F __ Faithfullness that brings trust
O __ Objectiveness towards the set goals
R __ Realistic to situations and circumstances
W __ World wide awareness
A __ accountability during the services
R __ Reliability when required
D __ Developing spiritual, mental and physical being
E _____ Excellence as the focus target
V _____ Vision of having a better society
E _____ Endeavour to achieve in every thing
R _____ Remember our God always.

OBJECTIVES
- To enable pupils to qualify for secondary with flying colours
- To enable the pupils to be competent on the communication skills
- To enforce physical and matters to the pupils
- To enable the pupils to ever target forward and strive for excellence

MEDICAL CARE.
The school provides an up to date First Aid to the pupils and staff. In case of serious cases we send the patient to MAGU district hospital for further check-up and treatment. Parents will however, be informed in case there is a serious problem.

SCHOOL UNIFORMS
The school provides quality uniforms for class—rooms, sports and out-door activities. All the school uniforms are available and affordable.

DORMITORY LIFE.
The dormitory is a home for our children. We have boys and girls dormitories where we expect them to enjoy in a good and conducive atmosphere like the dormitory life at its best. The Matron, Patron and Care takers reside with the pupils in the dormitory and take care of them for twenty-four hours. Teachers are also closely supervising the pupils.

**MEALS**
Food is very important in our lives. We expect our children to grow healthy and strong and to have energy to work and play. Therefore we offer three meals in a day which contains all the nutrients. Our school provides a well balanced diet, we offer early breakfast that is taken at 7:00 am by boarders only, second breakfast which takes place at 10:00 am taken by all pupils, lunch and super are also very essential to our pupils.

**CONTACT US.**
In case you need any information do not hesitate contact us through the following Addresses:-

Mugini English Medium and Primary School (MEMPS)
P. O. BOX 223 Magu
Mwanza—Tanzania
Email us on: muginischools10@gmail.com
Telephones: 0784557663/0763141419/0787609708
You can also send us messages as a way of keeping together in touch.

**MUGINI ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL STAFF.**
We are proud of having trained and dedicated teaching and non teaching staff to take care of the pupils enrolled in our school.

The teaching staff is made up of skilled, motivated and experienced teachers, we have sixteen (16) teachers.

The non—teaching staff includes Secretary, Librarian, School driver, Storekeeper, Bursar, Patron, Matron, Cooks, Caretakers, Watchmen and the Compound Cleaners/Janitors.

The school has various departments according to the organization structure. The departmental heads are reporting to the Headmaster, Discipline master and Academic master.

**SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT.**
COMMUNITY.

The school is located at Itumbili a long Ndagalu road within Magu township. Mwanza region. The school aims at close working relationship with surrounding community. Already the community has started to enjoy the services brought up by the school such as employment.

EMPLOYMENT.
The school has already provided employment for nearby young men and women employed as storekeeper, driver and compound cleaners, caretakers and janitors. This project will still create more chances for the community around to benefit direct or indirect through provision of various services and goods.

Enjoy a new educational experience right in the heart of Mugini’s English Medium Nursery & Primary School.

THE HEADTEACHER’S QUOTES.
Dear Tanzania, Africa and the World at large. I wish to take this sincere opportunity to greet you all and give a warm welcome to Mugini English Medium School. It is obvious that many people like good food can only come from professional cooks. These professional and experienced cooks know the amount of temperature and INGREDIENTS to use for a given type of FOOD.

One may like a certain food but when he tastes food that is poorly cooked, he can learn to hate kind of food forever.

Others may like the food, have it around them, but may not have the right person to cook for them, hence they resort to leaving that food.

At Mugini we have FOOD, we have the right INGREDIENTS and CHEFS to prepare a quality food for you. We only wait to serve the customers to enjoy the greatness of this quality food. Many, who have eaten it have made it a habit of having it every day. At Mugini, there is great satisfaction of quantity and quality at less expense.